
Overview

LogistiVIEW’s Connected Worker Platform is an enterprise productivity toolset for the 

frontline worker. The software connects advanced technologies with the most critical 

resource that industry can harness: the power of human intelligence.

Combining Augmented Reality, Artificial Intelligence, and computer vision, complex data is 

transformed into actionable insights for workers to make better, more informed decisions.

Award-winning and actively deployed today, the Connected Worker Platform enables a 

new collaboration between worker and technology across Industry 4.0.
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Combining AR, AI, and the Worker
The platform combines leading computing and visualization technologies to enable the 

experience through:

� Computer Vision – Enables machines to “see” and analyze the environment 

� Augmented Reality – Continuously guides the worker with intuitive visual instructions 

� IoT Integration – Connects with sensors to create real-time picture of what’s 

happening around the operations floor

� Artificial Intelligence – Processes complex data streams to identify what is relevant

� Workflow Engine – Combines all of the above with the business’s own processes and 

systems, with flexibility to build a custom workflow for any procedure

Delivering 
relevant 

data, at the 
moment of 
work, for 
rapid and 

accurate task 
completion 

Placing the worker at the center, and connecting 
people with data in a natural way.



Unleashing 
workforce 
potential 

with intuitive 
technologies

LogistiVIEW delivers the:

� Warehouse worker with instant knowledge to rapidly fill an e-commerce order 

– immediately retrieving the right item with no uncertainty or lost time

� Manufacturing worker with visual kitting instructions in their field of view – 

making it easy to place all items correctly, throughout an entire 8-hour shift

� Line supervisor with real-time insights of how the team is performing against 

plan – visibility to monitor performance and adjust to optimize operations

� Retail employee with shelf stocking instructions to meet planogram 

specifications – replacing paper and delivering all hands-free

� New seasonal worker with training in minutes – not weeks – through 

instantly-recognizable visual and voice guidance

� Increase accuracy and e�ciency – 

make smarter, more informed decisions

� Avoid costly errors – make the right 

decision the first time, every time

� Leverage existing systems and 
automation – integrate with existing 

WMS and ERP systems to enhance 

existing automation 

� Integrate IoT tools – connect with 

external devices, drive real-time insights 

to the worker 

� Train sta� in minutes – not weeks

� Increase worker satisfaction – 

empowered with state-of-the-art tools 

to confidently proceed through tasks 

and stay engaged throughout a shift 

� Design customized workflows – 

easy-to-use workflow editor can be 

configured to support any task or 

procedure

Simplify the Complex
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Get started today

Platform In Action

People 
empowered 
to reach their 
potential.  

Technology 
as an enabler.  

Combined 
forces making 
a meaningful 
contribution, 
together.


